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Based on load-displacement curves, indentation is widely used to extract the elastoplastic properties of materials. It is 
generally believed that such a measure is non-unique and a full stress-strain curve cannot be obtained using plural sharp 
and deep spherical indenters. In this paper we show that by introducing an additional dimensionless function of 
/A A∆  (the ratio of residual area to the area of an indenter profile) in the reverse analysis, the elastoplastic properties 
of several unknown materials that exhibit visually indistinguishable load-displacement curves can be uniquely 
determined with a sharp indentation. 
elastoplastic properties, indentation, reverse analysis 
 
Hardness and elastic modulus measurements of a material by means of instrumented indentation have been a matter of 
discussion for many years. Generally, the elastoplastic properties of an engineering material are characterized by the 
elastic deformation, the onset of plastic deformation, and the subsequent strain hardening behavior [1–4]. Based on 
extensive finite element simulations and dimensional analysis, several scaling functions have been obtained in 
nanoindentation using sharp indenters, which can be used to determine material properties [5–7]. In describing the 
plastic deformation of metals, a power-law function is a somewhat good approximation and its corresponding 
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ε                             (1) 
It is seen that there are three independent parameters, including the elastic modulus E, the initial yield strength yσ , and 
the strain (or work) hardening exponent n. In the case of n = 0, eq. (1) is reduced to a model for elastic-perfectly plastic 
solids. For most metals and alloys, the values of Poisson’s ratio ν  range between 0.25 and 0.35 and in this paper,ν = 
0.3 is assumed. To simulate the elastoplastic properties of metals, the elastic modulus E is chosen from 30 to 300 GPa, 
the yield strength of σy being from 30 to 3000 MPa, and the strain hardening exponent n being from 0 to 0.5. 
In recent years, obtaining the three parameters (E, σy, n) in eq. (1) by indentation has been a focus of research [8]. 
Although a number of methods have been developed, it is still unclear whether these material properties could be 
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uniquely determined by a load-displacement (P−h) curve. In the P−h curve obtained from a bulk material, there are also 
three commonly used independent shape parameters: the loading curvature C = P/h
2






= , and the ratio hr/hm between the residual penetration hr and the maximum indentation depth hm 
[6,9–11]. Based on dimensional analysis, the following dimensionless quantities have been proposed to characterize the 
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where Wp and Wt are the plastic work and the total work, respectively, and b is the exponent of a power-law fitting to the 
unloading curve, ( )r=
b
P C h h′ −  with ( )2m m r= /
b
C Ch h h′ −  [12]. According to finite element simulations, b is 
independent of p t/W W . Therefore, of the four shape factors in eq. (2), only two are independent. That is, it is 
impossible to extract the mechanical properties (E, σy, n) by using a sharp indentation. Numerical studies have also 
shown that for a special group of materials (with different E, σy, and n), their P−h curves are visually indistinguishable 
[12]. In order to obtain additional information, a dual (or plural) indenter was applied in indentation. Because of a lack 
of unique materials, Chen et al. [13,14] found out several unknown materials that cannot be distinguished by current 
techniques. Recently, we carried out the mathematical analysis on the non-unique problem of a reverse algorithm for 
measuring elastic-plastic properties by a sharp indentation [15]. We believe that there is still not a method that can be 
used to uniquely extract these mechanical properties (E, σy, n) from a sharp indentation. 
To solve this problem, it is necessary to have an additional dimensionless function. Note that in indentation 
experiments, materials around the contact area tend to deform upwards (pile-up) or downwards (sink-in) with respect to 
the indented surface. A good understanding of the deformation zone around an indenter is of considerable importance 
because its shape determines the actual contact area between the indenter and specimen. In the case of sink-in, the 
contact area reduces and the pile-up in the contact area increases. These differences in surface deformation modes can 
affect the quantitative analysis of mechanical properties. Based on a high resolution electron back-scatter diffraction 
technique and finite element simulations, Wang et al. [16] showed the dependence of indentation pile-up patterns and 
microtextures on the crystallographic orientation of high purity copper single crystals. Wang et al. suggested that the 
pile-up patterns depend strongly on the crystallographic orientation of an indented surface. Patterns on the surfaces of (0 
0 1), (0 1 1) and (1 1 1) oriented copper single crystals have four-, two-, and six-fold symmetry, respectively [16]. 
Zaafarani et al. found that the mobile dislocations are arranged around the indenter in a pattern similar to the pile-up 
distribution [17]. In fact, the peak values for the mobile dislocation density are in almost the same positions as the 
maximum pile-ups. As indentation proceeds, the peak of the mobile dislocation density migrates towards the sides of 
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the indenter. As a consequence of the dislocation activity, material flows along a path that has the least resistance. This 
tendency minimizes the strain energy and, since the contact area to the indenter acts as a rigid boundary, the most 
adequate path for the excess material is to flow towards the free surface, which leads to pile-ups. These patterns can be 
explained in terms of the pronounced out-of-plane displacement along the intersection vectors between the primary 
crystallographic slip and indented surface planes.  
In consideration of the relationship between local plastic deformation and displacement patterns, a new 
dimensionless function, /A A∆ , can be introduced, which is independent of the P−h curve. As illustrated in Figure 1, 
A∆  is defined as an additional residual area related to the pile-up or sink-in after unloading, and A is the area of an 
indenter profile (relative to the original material surface) at hm. Here, it is the material flow due to dislocation nucleation 
and glide that leads to the formation of pile-ups or mounds around the indentation site [18]. In the case of pile-up, the 
A∆  value is positive, and in sink-in it is negative.  
 
Figure 1  Schematic of pile-up and sink-in phenomena after unloading using a sharp indentation. 
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.                             (3c) 
Using an indenter with the half-apex angle 70.3θ = ° as an example, finite element simulations were carried out 
by ABAQUS. As shown in Figure 2(a), 1Ψ  increases with the increase of the hardening exponent n and ratio y / Eσ . 
Conversely, 
2Ψ  decreases with the increase of n and y / Eσ  (see Figure 2(b)). 3Ψ  is approximately zero, 
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Figure 2  (Color online) Relationships between dimensionless functions and mechanical properties (σy/E and n) for (a) F/Eh
2, (b) Wp/Wt and (c) 
ΔA/A. Symbols are numerical results from finite element simulations, and dash lines represent the fitting functions by using eq. (4). The data of 




Based upon these three dimensionless functions, 1Ψ , 2Ψ  and 3Ψ , the material properties can be determined 
by inverse analysis. For example, the elastoplastic properties (E, σy, n) of three different materials were estimated as 
(200 GPa, 2.36 GPa, 0), (200 GPa, 2.00 GPa, 0.1), and (200 GPa, 1.24 GPa, 0.3) [19], respectively (see Figure 3(a)). As 
shown in Figure 3(b), their indentation behaviors are indistinguishable from the loading and unloading curves. 
Therefore, it can be seen that with only a sharp indenter, the elastoplastic properties cannot be uniquely determined by 
eq. (2) from the P−h curves. However, the A value can be obtained from the indentation profile at the maximum depth, 
which corresponds to ~0.349 µm
2
. As shown in Figure 3(c), there is a significant difference of their pile-up effects after 
unloading, where A∆  are equal to 0.033, 0.025 and 0.014 µm2, respectively. With the improved method or eq. (4), the 
elastoplastic properties (E, σy, n) of these three materials were determined as (194.18 GPa, 2.245 GPa, 0.0043), (214.84 
GPa, 1.76 GPa, 0.133), and (242.32 GPa, 1.07 GPa, 0.323), which are consistent with the input data (see Figure 3(a)). It 
is obvious that such an improved method only requires one indentation test with a sharp indenter. It should be noted that, 
however, the expressions of dimensionless functions in eq. (4) are different for various indenters and friction 








Figure 3  (Color online) Mechanical behaviors of three materials: (a) stress−strain curves (symbols represent results from the reverse analysis), (b) 
P−h curves (where We is the elastic work), and (c) indentation profiles after unloading. 
 
In summary, by introducing another dimensionless function of /A A∆  in the reverse analysis, the elastoplastic 
properties of various materials can be distinguished. Based on a case study of indentation by an indenter with the 
half-apex angle 70.3θ = ° , it is shown that the improved method is efficient in characterizing a group of materials 
with visually indistinguishable load-displacement curves. It provides a useful guideline to properly use the indentation 
technique to measure the elastoplastic properties of ductile materials. 
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